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Whole-genome shotgun sequencing is the efficient method to determine an entire genome sequence. However, construction
of genome sequences in silico (de novo assembly) is the challenging issue due to high throughput of DNA sequencers and
repetitive sequences in genomes, and a more efficient and accurate algorithm is required. In addition, it has been reported
that heterozygosity of non-model organisms increased complexity of de novo assembly, resulting in low contiguity of
assembled sequences.
In this study, I developed novel de novo assembler, called Platanus, to construct genomes of diploid organisms including
highly heterozygous ones. Platanus firstly transforms sequenced DNA fragments (reads) into de Bruijn graph and generates
contiguous sequences (contigs). Next, it determines the order of contigs using paired-ends information. Here, heterozygous
genomic regions including structural difference between homologous chromosomes are merged in the novel function. In the
benchmarks, Platanus exhibited higher accuracy and contiguity for both simulated heterozygous and real-world data from
diploid organisms than existing de novo assemblers. Structural differences between homologous chromosomes merged by
Platanus were confirmed using fosmid sequences, and it is shown that the assembly result of Platanus is able to substitute
that of the hierarchical shotgun method, which is more cost-consuming compared to whole-genome shotgun.
Based on Platanus, I also developed the de novo assembler, named MetaPlatanus, for metagenomic data. Assembly of the
sequences from environmental DNA samples is effective to analyze the genomes of uncultured organisms. MetaPlatanus is
implemented to handle with data whose coverage depths are uneven, and it generates clusters of assembled sequences using
the information of sequence composition. The accuracy of the result of MetaPlatanus was evaluated using the data consisting
of multiple bacteria, and its performances exceeded those of existing tools. Consequently, the methods I developed in this
study are expected to accelerate genome projects regardless of highly heterozygous or uncultured organisms.

